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Modelling of the metalic overlayer properties demands the understanding of the physical features of the metal/support 
adhesion that is possible by a quantitative analysis of the intim metal-atom/support-atom interactions.We propose an 
quantitative evaluation for the silver (Ag) structures deposited on porous silicon(PS) surface, that is of the interactions Ag0/ 
PS and  Ag+/ PS at PS/aqueous AgNO3 solution interface, for three types of terminated  PS surface, Si-H, Si-O, Si-OH. 
Mainly results show that the binding energy metal/support, is greatest for hydrophilic surface support (Si-O and Si-OH) for 
both metal atoms and ions and that the metal structures (few atomic layer thickness) deposited on hydrophilic surface 
consists mainly from islands, while that deposited on hydrophobic surface are rather compact films.  
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1. Introduction 
 
The knowledge of the adhesion mechanism of the 

noble metals on semiconductor surface is the main 
problem for modelling the metalic overlayer properties. 
The understanding of the growth of the metal  thin film is 
very important both from fundamental and practical 
viewpoint.The physical properties depending both on the 
morphology and structure of the layer, particulary the 
noble metal/semiconductor nanostructures lead to 
interesting applications in the fields of catalysis, 
biosensing, electronics and optics.  

The integration of nanomaterials with these crucial 
domains has leads to the development of diagnostic 
devices, contrast agents, analytical tools, implantable 
sensors to recognize disease processes in their early stages, 
physical therapy applications, drug delivery vehicles. 

Antibacterial properties of Ag coupled to those of 
biocompatibility of porous silicon on one part, and the size 
of nanometerials similar to that of most biological 
molecules and structures , on the other  hand, make using 
for both in vivo and in vitro biomedical research and 
applications. Silver has for a long time been known to be 
toxic to a wide range of bacteria (e.g., E. coli), and this has 
been utilized in various applications. Silver compounds are 
used as preservatives in a variety of products and in the 
medical field  to treat burns and infections. The 
bactericidal effect of silver has two components: one 
reactive being either silver ions or silver nanoparticules 
and one of trans-membrane and intra-cell transport. 
Experiment have shown that silver nanoparticules exhibit 
bactericidal properties and that these effects depend 
strongly upon the size and shape of the nanoparticules [1].  

All the applications using these metalic nanostructures 
exploit their abbility to selectively recognize the guest 
species via a macroscopic physical response. For the noble 

metal nanostructures it is posible due to their intensive 
surface plasma resonance (SPR) in the ultraviolet-visible 
(UV-VIS) and near infrared (NIR) of electromagnetic 
wavelength. Silver nanostructures exhibit intensive SPR 
band in the wavelenght range nm900200 ÷ .To date, one 
very important optical application of silver nanostructures 
is the study of the vibrational signature of an solute 
molecule using surface enhancement Raman scattering 
(SERS) measurements [2 ]. 

The Ag film morphology depends both on deposition 
conditions and on structural and compositional properties 
of Si surface. It is found that Ag grows epitaxially on both 
Si(001) and Si(111) through coincident site lattice 
matching though there is a large, 25%, lattice mismatch 
[3]. The features of the growth of thin and ultrathin Ag 
films on hydrogen-terminated Si(111) has been  
investigated in situ by electrical resistence measurements 
and by ex situ AFM characterization. The films were 
deposited by electron beam evaporation at a rate of 

s/nm01.0  under ultrahigh vacuum conditions and at 
substrate temperature from K550130 ÷ . The electrical 
resistivity drops ( decreases abruptly) for thickness of film 
above nm5 . The large electrical rezistivity from very 
thick films can be associated with an supplementary 
scattering effect of the conduction electrons due to surface 
roughness, implies that for ultrathin films the increase is 
still more rapid and thought to be associated with 
discontinuities and island formation [4]. 

The Ag films with controlable morphology and sizes 
may be obtained by the simple electroless metal-
deposition method. Thus, immersing a cleaned silicon 
wafer into an aqueous solution of AgNO3 and ammonia 
fluoride, in [5], has been simmultaneously prepared  well-
defined silver dendrites and thin porous silicon layers. By 
lateral diffusion mechanism is posible a continuous 
aggregation growth  of silver dendritic nanostructures on a 
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layer of silver nanoislands or nanoclusters (Volmer-Weber 
layer). The SERS effect of this silver dendritic layer 
permets Raman analysis of Rhodamine B molecule from 

M10 5−  aqueous solution [5]. Due to long range lateral 
diffusion of Ag atoms, the effective metal thickness 
deposed by epitaxy, is of monolayer range (1ML). Also, 
the lateral mobility of Ag atoms on H-terminated Si (100) 
is high and sufficient for a lateral self-assembly of a 
complete atomic layer. Usually, the self-assembly occurs 
either at early stages of Stranski-Krastanov epitaxial 
growth [6] (wetting layer) or during layer-by-layer 
epitaxial growth [7]. The first step of the deposition 
metalic film process consists to the interactions between 
metal and substrate surface atoms. These interactions 
depend on nature implying atoms, on substrate surface 
polarity and  may lead to simply adhesion by 
physisorption  (non-bonding) or to a strong adhesion by 
chemisorption (bonding) corresponding to any 
hydrophobic/hidrophilic (dewetting/wetting) properties of 
the substrate/solvent interface. Both, substrate atoms 
nature and substrate surface polarity depend on 
passivation/functionalization of free surface of 
semiconductor. The growth and dynamic of the active 
noble metal as adsorbate depends on the polar/nonpolar  
properties of the substrate surface. 

 The aim of this work is an analysis of the physical 
features of the Ag as noble metal adhesion on porous 
silicon (PS) surface by a quantitative evaluation of the 

interactions Ag0/ PS and   Ag+/ PS at PS/aqueous AgNO3 
solution interface, for three types of terminated  PS 
surface, Si-H, Si-O, Si-OH. Our analysis for the Ag/PS 
interface interactions considers the pair interatomic 
potentials with repulsive, dispersive and electrostatic terms 
for the Ag/PS interactions and the Gupta energetic model 
for Ag/Ag interactions. Parameters for used potentials are 
mainly empirical fitting experimental results and partialy 
from ab initio evaluation (e.g.,ionization potential as 
cluster’s model computing).  

 
2. Modelling 
 
2.1 Porous silicon substrate structure 
 
The fundamental question in metal/semiconductor 

junction properties, both in microelectronic and 
biotehnologies, is the problem of the adsorption of 
individual atoms on low-index surfaces silicon. Two main 
features are important: the cofiguration of adsorption sites, 
specific both for the roughness degree (atomic, 
nanometric, micrometric scale) and reconstructed (relaxed) 
or unreconstructed surface and the local electronic surface 
structure,  that is the covalency or ionicity of the 
adsorbate-surface bond and wetting or dewetting degree. 
We consider the Ag atoms adhesion on relaxed dangling 
bond minimization surface Si (001) (2×1) with the 
composition and geometry shown in Fig. 1.

 

 
Fig. 1. Surface geometry: (a) interatomic distances on Si (001) (2×1) relaxed surface; (b) the (2x1) periodicity attributed to 

reconstruction based on dimer formation; (c) compensated dangling bonds on dimer (adapted from [8]). 
 
The relaxed surface consists in any simetric dimers 

arrays  along [110] with distance between succesive 
dimers on same row greather than that succesive rows. 
Thus, each Si atom of dimer  has four different-
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neighbours: one at 52.2d SiSi =− Å (dimer length), two at 
87.3d 'SiSi =− Å and one at 15.5d "SiSi =−  Å. Each dimer 

surface atom have a dangling bond that may be desirable 
passivated. We consider three common dangling bond 
passivation: Si-H (H-terminated, monohydride), Si-O 
(oxidized) and Si-OH (hydrosilylated). Taking in account 
the electronegativities of the implying atoms, 9.1 for Si, 

1.2 for H, 4.3 for O, [9] these bonds has different 
characteristics. Thus, the electronegativity difference leads 
to some charge transfer from a silicon atom to a hydrogen 
atom (hydridic hydrogen). The strong Siδ+-Hδ- bond is 
weak polar, while that for Si-O and O-H bond the electron 
density is skewed towards the more electronegative 
oxygen atom forming Siδ+-Oδ-, Oδ- -Hδ+ polar distributions. 
Thus, while Si-H terminated surface has a low net dipole 
moment, both Si-O and Si-OH terminated surfaces have 
dipol moment  OSip −

r
 and HOOSiOHSi ppp −−− +=

rrr
, 

respectively [10]. It is of interest to note that the polarizing 
effect on the Si backbonds is the same for Si-F and Si-H 
terminated surfaces [11].   

The surface polarity due both to nanoscale surface 
topography and surface chemistry, plays an essential rôle 
on the molecular description of solvation at interfaces. The 
quantitative  characterization of the interaction at 
solute/substrate interface has been show that the surface 
polarity rises to a substantial enhancement of surface 
hydrophobicity [12,13]. Thus it is possible to design of 
surfaces with controllable hydrophobic/hydrophilic, or 
more generally  dewetting/wetting properties.   

 The H-terminated silicon surface is hydrophobic 
exhibiting  a large contact angle for a drop af water, while 
the hydrophilic condition has been related to the pesence 
of a high superficial density of silanol groups Si-OH or to 
a thin interfacial oxid film. For a silanol-covered surface 
the contact angle depends on the relationship between Si-
OH and Si-H groups, which gives rise to a dependence on 
solvent pH . The highest degree of hydrophobicity has 
been observed at solvent 11pH = , indicating the highest 
concentration of Si-H surface groups [11]. 

 
2.2 Ag/Si (001) (2×1) surface interactions   
 
Dissociation of AgNO3 results in Ag+ presence in 

solution corresponding to reaction: 
 

−+−+ +++→+ OHHNOAgOHAgNO 323  
 
It is of interest for optical applications, to note that the 
−
3NO  anions presence in solution no shifts the 

characteristic Ag film  plasma frequencies [2]. We 
consider separatly, the Ag atoms and Ag+ ions adhesion on 
PS apriori functionalizated PS  surface.  

In modelling of the above interactions we use the pair 
potential consisting in a Born-Mayer term for repulsive 
contribution and both Coulomb long-range ionic 
interaction and London dispersive interaction terms  as 
attractive contributions. For the Ag+  adhesion at  -surface 

site, the interaction energy consists in sum of ij   pair 
atoms terms,  being Ag+  and  H,O,Si;O,Si;H,Sij =  
atoms for Si-H, Si-O and Si-OH surface group, 
respectively, and  can be written by: 
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damping function [14] respectively, used with the role to 
avoid divergence of the attractive interactions at small 
distances.   

 
2.2.1 Born-Mayer repulsive interactions 
 
Young’s modulus of hydrogen is very small, so that 

the H/AgA  and 
H/Ag

A +  parameters give any neglijable 

repulsive contributions. We consider also, the 
experimental fitted values  eV1560AA

Si/AgSi/Ag =≅ +  

and eV7.1128AA
O/AgO/Ag =≅ + [15]. 

 
2.2.2 London dispersion interactions 
 
1. Si-H  group; The adsorption rate of atomic H and 

the stability of H-terminated silicon surface is due to the 
strong anisotropic shape of the dangling bond potential 
that acts as a guiding channel for the impinging H atom 
and prolongs the interaction time significantly. The 
efficiency of the H passivation of Si (001) (2 x1) surface is 
assured by a  sticking coefficient of atomic hydrogen 

6.0S = [16]. The adsorbed H atom saturates the dangling 
bond of the surface Si-atom so that this holds the same sp3 
hybridization as the rest of the bulk. This function is 
possible by modifying the properties of the hydrogen atom 
to siligen, that is an hydrogen atom with the 1s orbital 
rescaled by a suitable optimum scale factor. An estimated 
value of 2944.0=ς  of the scale factor of the re ς−  
hydrogen Slater 1s orbital used in Si-H cluster model 
calculus yields an Si4+ ionization potential (IP) of eV95.5  
versus eV15.5 for Si4+ bulk (at the valence band 
maximum), into an acceptable agreement with 
experimental values of eV9.56.5 ÷ [17]. The pozitive 
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shift of eV8.0~ of IP due to Si-H bond means heigher 
bond energy. The same behaviour is confirmed by a 
pozitive shift of the surface Si(2p) core-level ionizations 
(absolute IP) from eV39.105 for bulk Si(2p) to 

eV16.039.105~ + for (001)(2 x 1) surface Si(2p) .   
2. Si-OH group;  The Si-H terminated surface is 

relatively stable in air and HF etching solution, but 
reactive with respect to hydrolysis and Si-OH formation in 
an aqueous environement. The relevant reactions are (the 
notations reffer to Fig. 1): 

OHSiFHSi)Si(HF3OHSi)Si(
HOHSi)Si(OHHSi)Si(

333

2323

+−→+−
↑+−→+−  

Concentrations ratio of hydrophobic Si-H/hydrophilic 
Si-OH groups on surface depends directly on 
alkalinity/acidity ratio of etching solution.  

3.Si-O group; It is known that the cleaned silicon 
surface is not stable in air, so that quickly oxidize to form 
any ionic species SiO2 hydrophilic layer. The formation 
hydroxyl radicals can be fast on defect sites of SiO2 layer 
produced by broking any bonds Si-O-Si. The reaction of 
the water with the surface strained Si-O bond can readily 
broken forming Si-OH groups. The Si-OH is a better 
proton donor to the oxygen of H2O molecule with r(Si(O-
H)...O) bond distances significantly shorter than r(HO-
H...O-Si), so that Si-OH terminated surface has 
hydrophilic properties. The calculated Si-O terminated 
surface Si(2p) core level ionization is more positive shifted 
than Si-H surface, with eV1.1+ , while the same 
ionization energy calculated for Si-OH terminated surface 
is positive shifted with eV8.2+ than Si-H surface [17]. 
The Si(2p) binding energy (BE) from XPS fumed silica 
measurements [18] shows an increase then the oxidation 
state decreases from 4+  to 1+ . More, the average 2p BE 
on the central Si for Si( 1+  to 4+ ) oxide and hydroxide 
clusters in water, are in agreement with the experimental 
XPS values [19] that stabilise the Si(2p) BE values, 

eV8.99 for Si0, eV6.100  for Si+1, eV6.101 for Si2+, 
eV7.102  for Si3+ and eV8.103 for Si4+. The results are 

sumarized in Table1 from [18].Thus, for Si-H/H2O 
surface, Si has 4+  oxidation state and Si(2p) BE 
is eV25.10228.101 − ; for Si-O/H2O surface, Si has 2+  
oxidation state for both singlet and triplet states and Si(2p) 
BE is eV27.10153.100 − ;for Si-OH/H2O, Si has 

1+ oxidation state and Si(2p) BE is eV04.100 . The 
electronic polarizabilities associated to the different Si 
atom oxidation states, may be evaluted with the quantum 

theory relation 
s

0
s E

~
α

α , where 4,3,2,1s ++++= is the 

Si oxidate state and sE is the corresponding ionization 
energy. Consequently, we have been used: for Si atom, the 
ionization energy values eV16.8E 1 =+  for Si-OH, 

eV36.16E 2 =+  for Si-O and eV196.45E 4 =+ for Si-H 
obtained with the electronic polarizabilities 4.50 =α Å3 

and 0165.04 =+α Å3; for Ag atom, eV886.6E0 = and 

33.60Ag
=α  Å3;  for Ag+ , eV596.7E 1 =+  and 

8.0
Ag

=+α Å3 ;  for H+, eV60.13E 1 =+ and 

15.0
H

=+α  Å3 [20]. For O2+, 2E+  and +2O
α  are from 

[21] and  for OH-1 group, 1E−  and −OH
α are from [22].  

 
2.2.3Coulomb interactions 
 
The long-range electrostatic interaction takes in 

account the formal charge (FC-electronic charge number) 
of the partners. The atom (or group) FC  is defined by  

boundbondnonV N
2
1NNFC −−= − , where VN  is the 

valence electrons number, bondnonN −  is the non-bonding 
electrons number and boundN  is the total bound electrons 
(2 for each bond). Thus, one obtain FCSi-H=FCSi+FCH=0, 
FCSi-O=FCSi+FCO=-1, FCSi-OH=FCSi++FCO+ FCH=-2 
and FC[Ag

+] =+1 
In Fig.2 is shown the Ag0/PS and in Fig.3, Ag+/PS 

surface interactions energy for the above  three 
functionalized surfaces. 
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Fig. 2. Ag0/ Si-H, Si-O, Si-OH functionalizated PS 
surface interactions energy. 
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Fig. 3. Ag+/ Si-H, Si-O, Si-OH functionalizated PS 
surface interactions energy. 

 
Obviously, the metal film stability appreciated by the 

binding energy metal/support, is greatest for hydrophilic 
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surface support (Si-O and Si-OH) for both metal atoms 
and ions. 

 
2.3. Ag/Ag surface interaction 
 
The stability of the Ag film deposed on Si substrate is 

assured by the equilibrium between the Ag/Si surface  
interactions and the Ag/Ag surface interactions. The 
growth process of Ag film consists in the adatom 
deposition, via the above interactions Ag/Si surface 
followed on an vertical growth by Ag/Ag specific 
interactions and lateral growth by specific mechanisms 
lateral surface difussion. The interactions between Ag 
atoms may be described by a many-body potential Gupta-
like  [23] known as TB-SMA potential model, [24] based 
on the tight-binding model for transition metal cohesion in 
the second-moment approximation for the attractive 
component (the band energy of atoms system considerring 
the covalent contributions of the d orbitals is proportiopnal 
to the square root of the second- moment of the density of 
states) and a Born-Mayer type potential for the repulsive 
contributions [25]. 

The potential energy of atom i due to the repulsive R  
and attractive B interactions with neighbouring atoms, is:  
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Are the n-body contributions to attractive band energy 
 obtained by integrating the local (total) density of 

states. In these expressions, n  is the number of atoms 
within an appropriate cutoff distance cr , so that cij rr <  

(we consider only the first neighbors), 0r  being the lattice 
nearest neighbour distance. ijς  is an effective hopping 

integral and ijq  describes its dependence on the relative 

interaction distance. ijp  describes the elastic properties of 
considered dimer. The range of the attractive interaction is 
defined by the parameter ijq  and the repulsive core 

interaction by parameter ijp . At a first approximation,(for 

bulk) the following relations can be used for finding ijA  

and ijς  ; 

Z)qp(
E
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where q,p are the elastic bulk parameters and Z,Ec are 
the bulk cohesion energy and coordination number, 
respectively [26]. The free parameters q,p,,A ς and 0r  
are fitted to the experimental values of cohesive energy, 
lattice parameters (by a constraint on the atomic volume) 
and independent elastic constant for each system in the 
appropriate crystal structure and by taking the equilibrium 
conditions into account [24]. 

Bottom-up (or self-assambly) approach, as electroless 
deposition, to the fabrication of metallic nanostructures 
refers to construction of a structure atom-by-atom, 
molecule-by-molecule, cluster-by-cluster, placed in 
defined surface crystalline structure. When the size of 
particles is in nanometer scale, approximately all atoms 
are surface atoms, the nanoparticules possess a huge 
surface energy. The tendency to minimize the surface 
energy means that the many-body attractive interactions 
must be considered for any coordinations and bond lengths 
different to those of the bulk crystalline structure. 
Accordingly to the correlated theories of tight binding and 
the Local Bond Average (LDA) approximation and the 
Bond-Order-Length-Strength (BOLS) correlation 
mechanism,  the spontaneous bond contraction is 
associated with a magnitude increase of the bond energy. 
The LBA approach [26] gives the performance of the local 
representative bonds without considering the number of 
bonds in the given specimen. The mathematical expression 
for LBA approximation is given such that any detectable 
quantity Q can be expressed as a function of bond 
identities (bond length d , bond strength E , bond nature 
m ,  and atomic coordination number Z ) of the 
reprehensive bonds, i.e., )Z,m,E,d(fQ = . The BOLS 
correlation mechanism take into account the change of 
coordination number of the surface atoms and may be 
formulated as [28]:  
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where B,i  denote an atom in the i -th atomic layer and in 
the bulk, respectively. Thus, i  counts the remaining bonds 
between the uncoordinated atoms, with length id and 
bond energy iE , shorther  and stronger with respect to the 
bulk counterparts. iC is the coefficient of bond 
contraction, defined as the percentage of bond length at i -
th surface site to that bulk site, iZ   is the first actual 
coordination and m describeds the nature of the bond. For 
pure metals of gold, copper, silver and tin, 11m ≈ [29]. 
The local bond contraction cause the potential  well 
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depression, which enhances the overlap integral according 
to equations [30]: 

)Z(EVV iijiiij >∝−=< ϕϕς  
where iV,V  are the crystal (bulk) and the i -th intra-
atomic potential, respectively; ijς is the overlap integral 
between j,i neighbour atomic positions. 

 
2.3.1 q,p,,A ς  considerations 
 
We can consider that the metalic nanostructures are 

clusters and that the energy of atom i  is given by:  
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where cohE  is the cohesive energy per bulk atom. The 
BOLS correlation considerations may be obtain, for 

12Z1 ≤≤  and )ij(,rrij ∀=  by minimization with 
respect to r , 
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where )Z(d is the optimum distance for Z neighbors 
[31]. This condition gives the difference )qp( − for the 
BOLS )Z(d i bond lengths. On the other hand, addapting 
the expression derived by [28], Young’s modulus 
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dependences )d(q),d(p ii  from which one may obtain 
any desired values for the evaluation corresponding  A  
and ς  values. 

The contributions to attractive band energy consist 
from short-ranged attractions with a steep repulsive part as 

more as the hopping integral ijς   increase and ijq  have 

large values, so that we may consider 
ij

ij d
1~ς  and 

ij0
ij )r(

1~q . On the other hand, the potential well range 

is a qualitative principle for the characterization of the 
structural features of whole atoms system, (i.e.,) so that 
small values of ijq  describe soft interactions, with wide 
potential wells that stabilize strained structures, while 
large values of ijq  describe sticky interactions with 
narrow potential wells that favor crystalline structures 
[31].  

We can suppose that a synthesis of silver 
nanoparticles on this surface probably will result in  low-
symmetry or amorphyzed clusters of icosahedral type by 
small values ijq  predominant interactions, and in 

decahedral or close-packed clusters at by high values ijq . 
Both the distribution and concentration of the different 
environmental sites depend on the type of silicon relaxed 
surface and on the nature and intensity of the 
functionalized groups.  

In the Table 1 we summarize the evaluated values of 
the parameters of TB-SMA potential used for the Agadatom 
/Agadatom surface atoms interactions. 

 
Table 1. Geometric     and     the    TB-SMA      potential 
parameters used for the Agadatom /Agadatom surface atoms 

interactions. 
 

Site S1 S2 S3 S0 
Distance [Å] 2.525 3.87 5.15 4.09 

p 32.379 11.883  10.12 
q 29.657 6.013  3.37 
A 32.250 3.032  0.427 
ς 35.210 4.250  1.281 

 
The Ag/ Si surface interaction results in deposition of 

a Ag  adatom at Si-H, (or Si-O, or Si-OH) site on Si 
surface. A stable Ag adatom acts as a cathode, that is any 
others Ag+  ions are continually reduced to neutral atoms, 
which are clustered around the first adatom.The vertical 
interaction Ag+/Ag may be described by the above many-
body  potential. 

 
2.3.2 Ag/Ag lateral surface interaction 
 
Because the surface is a low-dimensional system, the 

Ag adatoms on Si(001) (2 x 1) surface occup the under-
coordinated sites ( 12Z < ) that determines the process of 
catalytic reactions and growth nucleation.  

Assuming that the  Si(001) (2 x 1) surface is uniform 
functionalizated, each adatom site Ag0, named S0, has 
four neighbours: one, Ag1, at intradimer 

52.2ddd SiSi1AgAg1 === −−  Å distance and named S1; 
two, Ag2, at inter-dimer rows 
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87.3ddd 'SiSi2AgAg2 === −−  Å distance and named S2; 

one, Ag3, at dimer-dimer 15.5ddd "SiSi3AgAg3 === −−  
Å distance  along of the dimer row, named S3 (Fig. 4).  

 

 

Fig. 4. Agadatom coordination. 
 
Because the 09.4dd,d 021 =< Å  and 

09.4dd 03 =>  Å, (bulk equilibrium bond length), we 
consider as first neighbours only the S1, S2 adatoms. 
Taking into account the above considerations concerning 
the Agadatom /Agadatom interactions, the potential parameters 
from Table 1, the binding energy of an  Ag adatom is 

)Z(E2)Z(EE 2211adatom += and is shown in Fig. 5 by 
curve 2.   
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Fig. 5. Ag/Ag interaction energy: per atom-bulk (curve 
1); per ad-atom (curve 2). 

 
 
For S3 site, becuase 09.4dd 03 =>  Å, the 

interaction Ag0/Ag3 is neglijable so that at very low 
coverage are possible any breaks on the atomic layer.  

Adatoms self-diffusion controls the growing process 
of metalic film structure and determines the surface 
morphology both during and after growth. At high 
temperature, an adatom may migrate by one of two 
pathways, one being the hopping mechanism, the other the 
exchange mechanism, correspondingly to two different 
dissociation mechanisms of an ad-dimer. The interaction 
of two adatoms is important for island formation, the ad-
atom itself can be regarded as the smallest island. Binding 
energy at one surface site may be associated with the 
energy barrier of the ad-atom self-diffusion.Consequently, 
the diffusion rate and finally the island or compact film 
growth process are conditionated by a spatial dependence 
of the ad-atom/substrate interaction on a patterned surface, 
because iisubstratediff EZ)y,x(EE += , where diffE  is 

the diffusion activation energy, )y,x(Esubstrate  is the 
contribution due to the interaction with substrate, and iE  
is the energy of interaction with other iZ  adatoms. In our 
model, )y,x(Esubstrate may be associated with Ag0/PS, 
Ag+/PS interaction energy, respectively and iE  with 
Agadatom/Agadatom interaction energy, so that the metal 
structures (few atomic layer thickness) deposited on 
hydrophilic surface consists mainly from islands, while 
that deposited on hydrophobic surface are rather compact 
films.The vertical growth is controled by deposition 
method because the deposition rate is fixed from the 
deposition conditions. 

 
 
3. Conclusions 
 
Electroless metal deposition is an adequated method 

bottom-up for growth any silver thin film with the low and 
adaptable formation rate that favorising the coverage 
control. Monitorizing the solution properties (pH, ionic 
strength) assures desirable characteristics of the 
functionalizated support-surface (polarity, wetting, 
dewetting). On the other hand, the intrinsec properties of 
the noble metal nanostructures as thin films, are 
determinated by its size, morphology, composition and 
crystallinity. Our above analysis of the thin silver films 
obtained by the electroless deposition shows that this may 
be result in low-symmetry or amorphyzed clusters of 
icosahedral type by small values ijq  predominant 
interactions, and in decahedral or close-packed clusters for 
high values ijq . Both the distribution and concentration of 
the different environmental sites of an adatom, depend on 
the type of silicon relaxed surface and the nature and 
intensity of the functionalizing groups, namely the metal 
film stability appreciated by the binding energy 
metal/support, is greatest for hydrophilic surface support 
(Si-O and Si-OH) for both metal atoms and ions. Taking 
into account the Ag/Ag lateral surface interaction and the 
lateral diffusion, the metal structures (few atomic layer 
thickness) deposited on hydrophilic surface consists 
mainly from islands, while that deposited on hydrophobic 
surface are rather compact films. 
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